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Abstract 

Molecular biologists who conduct large-scale genetic sequencing project5 are producing an ever-increa5ing amount 
of sequence data. GenBank, the primary repository for DNA sequence data, is doubling in size every 1.3 years. 
Keeping pace with the analysis of these data is a difficult task. One of the most successful technique, for analyzing 
genetic data is sequence similarity analysis-U1e comparison of unknown sequences against known ,equences kept 
in databases. As biologists gather more sequence data, sequence similarity algorithms are more and more useful, but 
take longer and longer to run. BLAST is one of the most popular sequence similarity algorithms in me today, but its 
running time is approximately proportional to the size of the database. Sequence similarity analysis using BLAST is 
becoming a bottleneck in genetic sequence analysis. This paper analyzes the performance of BLAST on SMPs, to 
improve our theoretical and practical understanding of the scalability of the algorithm. Since the database sizes are 
growing faster than the improvements in processor speed we expect from Moore's law, multiprocessor architectures 
appear to be the only way to meet the need for performance. 

K1.n-words: Molecular Biology. Alignment. Biological Sequences. Similarity Search. Pai:allcl Processin~. Performance 
Experiment, Shared-Memory Multiprocessors. BLAST 

1 Introduction 

Modern tiiology has evolved to the point where the underlying mechanisms of biological organisms can be understood 
by digging down to the genes that control how cells funclion. These mechanisms play an important role in our Jives. 
Indeed. our very existence depends on genes passed from one generation to the next, because the inherited genes 
encode the proteins that are necessary for our survival. These proteins fold in complex physical structures. which 
help to define their functions in the complex chemical reactions that occur in our tiody. Over miUlY generations, the 
runct1tlns of the proteins in turn affect the encoding of the genes through the evolutionary mechani.m1s of mutation and 
natural selection. This four-way interaction is depicted in the upper pan of Figure 1. Because organisms are related 
through evolution, genetic material from different organisms often share common functions. Molecular biologists seek 
to determine and understand the connections between these evolutionary relationships. 

Traditionally, painfully detailed lab experiments are designed and carried out to determine the function of the pro
teins. This is still a relatively slow process. One method used to improve protein function determination is through 
sequence similarity analysis using computers- the comparison of a single sequence against the databases of known 
sequences. Sequence similarity algorithms are a well-developed aspect of computational molecular biology research 
and employ dynamic programming and heuristic search techniques. These algorithms identify similar regions (also 
called alignments) between sequences. These alignments provide clues to possible protein functions for the unknown 
input sequences, reducing the need for painstaking lab work [1] . The information that a computir provides in a few 
hours would otherwise take months of lab work. 
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Figure 1: Molecular biology seeks to determine the interaction between gene, protein, protein structure, and protein 
function. Similarity algorithms provide a shortcut for finding possible protein functions for an unkrown sequence. 

Ironically, as more information about sequences becomes available, potentially reducing the need for laborious 
laboratory work, tbe task of analyzing the sequences on computers becomes increasingly difficu t. BLAST is one 
of the most popular similarity search algorithms in use today, but its running time is approximatt ly proportional to 
the size of the database. In the past two decades, molecular biologists who conduct large-scale genetic sequencing 
projects are adding to the databases by using automated DNA sequencing machines. As molecular biologists discover 
new genes of various organisms and the functions of corresponding proteins, the information is being cataloged in the 
form of nuckic acid sequence databases for genes, and amino acid sequence databases for proteins ~see the molecular 
hiology primer sidebar). GenBank. the primary repository for DNA sequence data, contains rot ghly 499,000,000 
nucleotidcs in 744,000 sequences as of April 1996. and is doubling every 1.3 years 12. 3] . The rate of increase will 
further accelerate as large projects such as the Human Genome Project [4) and the Arabidopsis thaliana Genome 
Project gain more momentum [S). Even using computers, keeping pace with the analysis of these· data is a d1 flkult 
task for biologists. 

During the analysis of sequence data using computer, two different performance goals arise. Of en there are many 
sequences that must be compared against a database, either because these sequences are brand 1ew and have just 
arrived from the laboratory, or because there has been a new release of the database. In these situations, the throughput, 
or number of sequences analyzed per unit time, is most important. 

On the other hand, in day-ta-day sequence analysis, biologists need to analyze individual seqJences against the 
database. On a single processor' of today's standards, a medium-size sequence can take over 10 ninutes to process, 
while a long sequence can take nearly an hour. Moreover, since the run time of similarity algorith:ns depends on the 
size of the database. the amount of time to analyze a sequence using computers is increasing at an alarming rate. The 
hiologist is reduced LO a hatch mode operation: she submits a sequence, leaves the computer runniPg, and comes back 
later for results. Much faster run-times are needed, so biologists can use the computer interactivl!ly for exploratory 
analysis. For individual sequence analysis response time is much more important than throughput. 

The current trend of improvements on processors is stated by the updated Moore's law, which says processor speed 
is doubling roughly every 1.S years. However, databases are doubling in size every 1.3 years. Since ~equence similarity 
algorithms take time proportional to database size, and since database size is growing faster than processor speed, we 
cannot wait for uniprocessor speed increases to solve our throughput and response time problems. A different approach 
is needed to speed sequence similarity search. 

Shared-Memory Multiprocessors (SMPs) may offer performance that scales with the growth of tt e genetic sequence 
databases. Analyzing the performance of BLAST on these machines wiJI improve our theoretical and practical under-
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standing of the scalability of the algorithm, and will lead to criteria for the efficient application of SMPs to sequence 
similarity analysis. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we present related work, and in Section 3 
we discuss in detail the research questions we hope to answer. In Section 4 we briefly mention the high-level design 
of our experiments. Section 5 and 6 contains the results and analysis of the experiments. Finally, Section 7 contains 
concluding remarks. 

Sidebar: Molecular Biology Primer 

For analysis, genes and proteins are typically represented as sequences of letters. Genes, composed of DNA, 
are represented as sequences of nucleic acids, also called bases. Proteins are represented as sequences of 
amino acids. also called residues. DNA sequences are composed of a four letter alphabet, which are A 
(adenine), T (thymine), C (cytosine), and G (guanine) for each of the four nucleotides. Protein sequences use 
a 20 letter alphabet for the 20 different residues. 
The complete set of instructions (genes) for making an organism is called its genome. The genes are translated 
into proteins for usage in the cell in a process called transcription. During transcription, three DNA bases 
encode one protein residue (also called an amino acid). There are 43 = 64 possible residue encodings, which 
represent the 20 fundamental residues with some redundancy. 

Glossary 

Alignment: A hiologically similar region hetween two sequences. 

Amino acid: The basic element in a protein sequence. 

Base: see Nucleotide. 

DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid, the basic building blocks of a genome. A DNA molecule co:1sists of two 
strands that wrap around each other to resemble a twisted ladder. 

Genome: The complete instruction set for all cellular structures and activities in an organism. 

Gene Expression: See Transcription. 

Nucleotide: An element of a DNA sequence, sometimes also called a base. 

Protein: Biomolecules that function as the structural components of cells and tissues as well as enzymes for 

essential biochemical reactions. 

Residue: An amino acid, which is a basic element in a protein sequence. 

RNA: Ribonucleic acid. which are associated witb the control of cellular chemical activities. The most 
important form of RNA is the mRNA (messenger RNA), which resembles a single strand of DNA and 
carries the information from the DNA to the process of transcription. 

Transcription: The translation of genes into proteins. 

2 Related Work 

Genetic information is usually expressed as a sequence of characters from an alphabet, so similarity algorithms were 
derived from the dynamic programming techniques that detect substrings within a string. An similarity algorithm 
compares two sequences with each other. To compare a sequence with a database of sequences, we simply apply the 
similarity algorithm repeatedly to each of the database sequences. The output of similarity algorithms are alignm.ents 
bet ween a input sequence and all database sequences. Each alignment describes a juxtaposition of certain characters in 
the database sequence with certain characters in the search sequence. However, finding biological similarities required 
extending the substring algorithms to handle multiple insertions, deletions, and substitutions withm the substring. 

Insertions, deletions and substirutions are assigned different costs, based on our understandi:1g of the likelihood 
of the biological events that would lead to the corresponding change in the sequence. Handlin,g arbitrary costs for 
insertions, deletions, and substitutions slows the search algorithms. By restricting the cost functions in certain ways. 
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it is possible to obtain algorithms that runs in roughly 0( NM), where M is the length of the input st·quence and N is 
the length of the database. Early dynamic programming similarity algorithms with variations on thi~ scheme include 
GOloh (6), Needleman and Wunsch [7], and Smith and Waterman [8]. 

However. these early dynamic programming techniques are still too slow because the databas~ are so large. A 
further algorithmic improvement is needed. Computational biologists notice that most good alignmC'nts contain large 
sections of exact matches and substitutions, with very few insertions and deletions. By restricting the search tu rinding 
long regions of exact matches and substitutions, algorithm designers are able to accelerate the search further at the cost 
of some loss in accuracy. Moreover, we can compensate for the lost sensitivity by a post-processing phase where each 
long exact match is extended in both directions by considering insertions and deletions. BLAST [9) and FASTA (10) 
are examples of this approach. 

There are two ways of locating long diagonals-scanning the entire database, or using an index 10 look for exact 
matches without scanning the entire database [11). Most algorithms currently use the first approach bf cause a complete 
index takes considerably more amount of memory than a flat file database, and the need for random a,;cess to the index 
slows down the execution time. For this reason, BLAST uses a linear search, modified to build :i bit word list by 
considering all possible words of a certain fixed length and keeping ones that are likely to have biological significance. 

Even with all of these improvements to similarity algorithms, the performance of similarity algo1 ithms is a bottle
neck for many applications. Performance limitations are of increasing importance because of the rapid growth in the 
size of sequence databases. One approach to improve performance is to use multiprocessors. 

ln recent years, computational biologists have employed message passing architectures for mere computational 
intensive algorithms such as Needleman and Wunsch. They have obtained good results on comn:ercially-available 
machines as well as on clusters of workstations [12). Work bas also been done using massively parallel computers [13, 
14]. 

Our work extends previous work by studying the performance of the most common sequence similarity algorithm
BLAST-on shared memory multiprocessors. We seek to identify both the fundamental limitations )n the parallelism 
of the BLAST algorithm, as well as the practical limitations of SMP machines for such a memory-intensive applica~ion. 

3 Research Questions 

To formulate the research questions, we need to identify lhe factors that could affect the run time of the parallel BLAST 
algorithm. So we need to understand the parallel BLAST algorithm. We use the the parallel SMP implementation 
of BLAST provided by the National Center for Biotechnology Information [2]. A high-level ske'ch of the parallel 
algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The BLAST algorithm is done in three stages: 

1. compile a list of high-scoring words. 

2. scan the database for hits by matching against the word list, and extend all the hits found to a maximal match. 

3. collate, son and print the hits obtained. 

In the first stage. the BLAST algorithm compiles a list of words based on the input sequence. Each word is a short 
segment of the input sequence that arc likely to have some statistical significance. This stage is de ne serially. In the 
second stage. the parallel BLAST algorithm scans the database for bits by dividing the database into 500 task chunks, 
and allocating these task chunks on demand to the processors. Each processor looks for hits by matching the word 
list against the sequences in its task chunk, and tries to extend each of these bits to longer matches. When a processor 
fin ishes its chunk, the master processor allocates another task chunk to it. In the third stage, tht master processor 
collates, sons, and outputs the hits. 

Looking at the algorithm, the possible factors that could affect the run time are the sequence itself. the amoum 
of resource contention in the second stage, and the amount of serial cornponc:nt in the algoritr m. To direct our 
experiments. we formulated research questions and hypotheses based on these factors. 

Research Question I What effect does zhe choice of sequence have on the experimental results? 

In different sequence similarity analysis scenarios, many different sequences are analyzed. The: e sequences differ 
substantially in their length, ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand bases. They also diffe:- in con1e111. which 
is our term for differences in the patterns that occur in different sequences. Content changes t etween organisms 
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//s tage 1, compile a list of high •scoring words. 
so~ cime mark TO; 
Parse command line arguments; 
set t ime mark Tl; 
Build word list and DFA; 
se-: t: in,e mark T2; 

//stage 2 , searct, on da tabase usin9 word list 
Creote a new task; 
Fork threads to run on different processors ( 

Sync processors; 
lnit task into 500 chunks; 
Allocate chuck s on demand to different processors; 
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s~: ::~~ mark ED3 ; 
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S£> 1• t i me rna rY. T<I; 

Figure 2: The parallel BLAST algorithm on SMP machines 

as well as hetween genes within one organism. The BLAST algorithm is theoretically quite se.1sitive to sequence 
length, and may be sensitive to content as well. It would be prohibitive to exhaustively test every length and type of 
sequence. Instead we seek lo measure the effects of sequence length and content on BLAST perf Jrmance. Knowing 
this relationship will help us understand the range of sequence analysis scenarios to which our results apply. 

Hypothesis I-A BLAST perfonnance will be independent of the content of the input sequence. 

The more sensitive BLAST performance is to sequence content, the more sequences we must use in our experiments 
to ensure the results generalize. 

Hypothesis 1-B BU.ST execution time is proponional to sequence length. 

Understanding the effect of sequence length on BLAST performance will allow us to extrapolate our experimental 
results to other sequence lengths. Theoretical analysis suggests a linear relationship, which we will test experimentally. 

Research Question II How efficient are SMP machines in BLAST computation? 

Since BLAST performance is a bottleneck in sequence analysis, we would like to speed BLAST processing. One 
approach is to use multiple processors. The BLAST algorithm is memory and l/0 intensive. sug~esting that shared
memory multiprocessors may he most effective. However. scalahility on shared-memory mull processors may be 
limited hy hus bandwidth. serial components of the blast algorithm. memory contention. or other t1ctors. Understand
ing the scalahility of the BLAST algorithm will improve our understanding of the practicality of SMP machines for 
genetic sequence similarity computation. 

Hypothesis II-A Memory accesses on SMP machines will limit the throughput and response tim,! of BLAST. 

To maximize throughput, we run a separate BLAST process on each processor. To minimize response time, the SMP 
version of BLAST uses multiple processors to scan different portions of the database. In each case, shared memory 
is used to store the entire database. As processors scan the database in parallel, memory use will be heavy. Memory 
contention and bus bandwidth may limit performance as the number of processors increases. 

Hypothesis II-B Preprocessing and postprocessing time will limit the scalabili(Y of BL4ST for response time. 
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Of these three stages in the BLAST algorithm, only stage two is parallelized in the SMP version. Therefore. the 
speedup obtained by using SMP machines will be limited by Amdahl's law by the preprocessing and postproccssing 
that are done serially. 

4 Experimental Design 

The BLAST algorithm has three major variations in common use. BLAS1N compares a DNA sequence against 
a DNA database. BLASTP compares a protein sequence against a protein database. BLASTX ; ompares a DNA 
sequence against a protein database by running the algorithm six times for the six different ways of 1ranslating a DNA 
sequence into a protein sequence. Of these three algorithms, BLAS1N takes the least amount of tine because it uses 
the simplest cost function for mismatches. BLASTP and BLASTX take a similar amount of time fer each search, but 
BLASTX is several times slower because it does six searches for each sequence. 

The machines used in the experiments are listed in Table 1. 

SGI Challenge XL Cray CS6400 Sun SC2000 
Proces.sor 20 MIPS R4400 24 SuperSPARC 60Mbz 20 SuperSPARC 60l"'1bz 

200Mhz CPUs CPUs CPUs 
Cache 4 MB secondary cache 2 MB secondary cache 2 MB secondary c:.che 
configuration per processor per processor per processor 
Memory 1 GB of main memory I GB of main memory 1.3 GB of main memory 
configuration 
System bus 1.2 GB/s sustained 1.76 GB/s provided by 640 MB/s provide< by 

POWERpatb-2 Bus Four XDBuses TwoXDBuses 

Table 1 : SMP machine characteristics 

The experiments are designed in two stages. Tot.: firs1 stage tests the first two hypotheses: that E LAST run time is 
proportional to sequence length and that performance is independent of sequence content. The second stage measures 
the throughput and response time performance of BLAST on each of the three multiprocessors. The results from the 
first stage are used to determine the sequences used in the second stage. 

5 Experiment 1: Content and Length 

5.1 Methods 

Sequences used in this experiment were several sequences from the Michigan State University Ar!lbidopsis thaliana 
Sequencing project and the complete Visna lentivirus from GenBank (Accession Number MI06(18). The GenBank 
Release 83 database contained 179.578 sequences with 194,040,877 total bases. The protein database, which contained 
both PlR Release 40 and GenPept Release 83. contained 124,955 sequences with 34,935,042 total ·esidues. 

We chose Arabidopsis thaliana as one of our test cases because it is one of the most important p ant models for ge
netic sequencing, and hecause we are the computer science research arm of the Michigan State Ambidopsis sequenc
ing project so we have 40,000 sequences from which to choose[ 15). The study of tbe performance of multiprocessors 
on the BLAST algorithm was originally inspired by the analysis needs of this sequencing project. We chose Visna 
leniivirus as one of our test cases because it is significantly different from the plant sequences useJ in this study, and 
is a biologically interesting close relative of the Hum.an Immunodeficiency Virus. We expect Vii,na to have a large 
number of hits to the database, because HIV and other immunodeficiency virusc~ are being studiec closely. 

The databases were loaded into shared memory before each test. All three SMP architectures w~re able to load the 
entire database into memory. In order to obtain confidence in the results, each run was repeated at least four times, 
with some repeated as many as ten times. Tests were done during dedicated time. with no other users on the computers 
or their networks. Single-user mode was used to do the measurements on the SC2000. while m 1lti-user mode was 
ust.:d l)ll the CS6400. On the SGl, measurements were done twice - first in single-user mode. then in multi-user mode 
- to test the effect of singk-user mode on the results. The measurements showed no significant difference. 
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In· this experiment, one set of tests was conducted to check the content independence hypothesis. Another set of 
tests was used to check the length-run time hypothesis. In the content test, five different sequences of length 400 
bases were used. For the length test, the Visna sequence was trimmed into different lengths (250, 500, 2500, and the 
entire 9202 bases). We used the Visna sequence in th-e length test, because it was long enough to span the range of 
lengths we wanted to test. We ran the length and content tests on BLASTN, BLASTP, and BLASTX on four different 
architectures - the three SMP machines above and on a Spare 10 Workstation . In all tests only a single processor was 
used at a time. 

5.2 Results 

The content test was done on all four architectures, yielding similar results on each architecture. One sequence (13955) 
t0ok significantly more time than the others in the BLASTP test, and another sequence (14133) took less time than 
the others in the BLASTX test. However, for BLAS1N, the run time was fairly consistent for all five sequences. The 
Cray CS6400 search times are shown in Table 2, with the neighborhood word list sizes and number of database word 
hits for each sequence. 

sequence algorithm neighbor- word seconds 
hood words hits (average) 

141 33 BLASTP 8340 10,640,694 56.019084 

visna BLASTP 6165 9,339,889 56.241024 

14132 fr2 BLASTP 4859 9,51 1,317 57 .239252 

14132 fr3 BLASTP 6627 11,041,466 63 .651616 

14146 BLASTP 6148 13,338,130 78.096279 

13955 BLASTP 5013 18,252,896 109.296010 

14133 BLASTX 14,268 25,249,179 126.167905 

14146 BLASTX 18,075 29,836,008 165 .170277 

visna BLASTX 15,262 28,754,934 156.945322 
13955 BLASTX 14,098 29,544,761 167.445331 
14132 BLASTX 19,232 32,113,127 170.193324 

Table 2: Content test on Cray CS6400 sorted by run time 

The results of the sequence length test for the SGI Challenge are plotted in Figure 3. The results for other architec
tures are similar. The confidence intervals are plotted in the figure. 

5.3 Analysis 

The BLAST algorithm is O(N + W + NW/20w ), where N is length of the database in residues, and W is the 
number of neighborhood words in the word list. According to the theoretical model, if two sequences generate a 
simi lar number of neighborhood words. then they should have similar search time. We expect Sc!quences of similar 
length to generate a similar number of words [9). so we expect similar run time. 

However, the results suggest that sequence content does affect the run time for BLASTX and BLASTP, partially 
rejecting Hypothesis I-A. Looking at the output of the runs. the sequence 13955 from the BLASTP runs took consid
erahly more time than the others, but the number of neighborhood words was not significantly la.i ger than the others. 
Closdy examining the results, we see that run time correlates more closely with the number o• word hits instead. 
Some sequences have more word hi ts for the same number of neighborhood words, suggesting that the database is not 
uniform in content. 

On the other hand, the length test plot in Figure 3 suggests that run time is linearly proportional to sequence length 
for BLASTP and BLASTX, supporting Hypothesis I-B. Doing a line fit on the data generated coefficients of correlation 
of greater than 0.99 for all three algorithms, though the linear relationship appears weak for BLASTN for very short 

sequence lengths. 
Since Experiment 1 established a linear relationship between BLAST performance and sequence length. we chose 

to use only one length for the throughput experiments - 500 bases. We chose the Visna virus sequence as our test 
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Figure 3: Length test on SGI Challenge: Doubling the length of the sequence doubles the run time. 
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sequence for the second experiment below because its search time and number of word hits were representative of 
many other sequences in the content test. 

6 Experiment 2: Throughput and Response Time 

6.1 Methods 

The goal of the throughput experiment was to measure the amount of sequence data processed per unit lime as the 
number of processors increases. Due to the result of the first experiment, we used a 500 bases Visna, irus sequence. We 
allocated one BLAST process per processor, and measured the system's performance as more processes and processors 
were added. We did the same test on the three SMP machines: Cray CS6400, Sun SC2000, and the SGI Challenge. 

The goal of the response time experiment was to measure the amount of time spent searching as the number of 
processors increases. We also used the Visna sequence for our response time experiment. To tes1 for possible non
linear scalability of the BLAST algorithm with an increasing number of processors, we tested Vi~nf at all four lengths 
(250, 500. 2500, 9202 bases). For a given sequence length, we ran each BLAST algorithm \\ith from one Lo a 
maximum of 24 processors on the three multiprocessors. 

For thi:: response time test. we encountered a bug in the Solaris operating system on the Sun S,22000. Individual 
threads of a single run would jump from processor to processor and spend much of the time in context switches instead 
of doing useful computation. Sun fixed the problem with the scheduling algorithm in the operating system, and the 
test was repeated. 

On the SG! Challenge. we occasionally encountered anomalies in the measurements, because inJividual outputs of 
each algorithm run were not immediately being flu~hcd to disk and were instead being kept in the disk cache. Going 
to single user mode did not eliminate the anomalies. However, by calling "sync" explicitly to fl·.1sh the disk cache 
het ween runs. we obtained consistent performance measurements. 

6.2 Results 

The result for the throughput test on the SOI Challenge is shown in Figure 4. The other archite1;tures have similar 
results for all three algorithms. Note that the time per sequence with 24 simultaneous sequences being processed is 
nearly identical to the time for a single sequence. 

250 ,----..--- --.----~---.-----. 

200 ~➔ i + I 1 , 1 • i f • • + • • • • • -

150 

100 

50 

BLASTX -
BLASTP............., 
BLASTN -

!'-·-r--·r-··•••-f-··•··t··E .. +··•··•··•··• ··•···•··• ... • .. •···•··•···•··•· .. • ··• 

0 .__ __ ...._ __ __._ ___ ....__ __ __._ __ __, 

5 10 15 20 
number of concurrent sequences (1 sequence/processor) 

Figure 4: Throughput test for Cray CS6400 for all three BLAST algorithms 

The results for the response lime test on the three SMP platforms is shown in Figure S. Each point is plotted along 
with its confidence interval. Other sequence lengths have similar response time curves. Note t 1at at the sequence 
length of 9202 bases, BLASTX took nearly 1.3 hours to complete on a single processor on the Cray CS6400. With 24 
processors. it took a mere 3.5 minutes. 
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Figure 5: Response time for all three architectures with 500 base sequence 
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6.3 Analysis 

6.3.1 Speedup 

Thc perrormance or the SMP machines for throughput was striking. Figure 6 shows linear imprcvement a<; we add 
more processors. with almost no loss of efficiency. Adding more processors than 24 is likely to result in still higher 
throughput without encoumering system bus limits. The measured results are close to optimum, which rejects Hypoth
esis II-A for the throughput case. They are explained by SMP architectures that provide sufficient memory bandwidth 
for each processor to work at nearly peak efficiency even when all other processors are also working at peak efficiency, 
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Figure 6: Throughput performance measured in Bases per second on Cray CS6400 

Response time also decreases as more processors are added, but in this case there is some loss cf efficiency. Using 
scalability analysis, speedup is defined as ¥, where Ts is the one processor serial run time and T1, is the parallel run ,, 
time on multiple processors (16). For the three different architectures, the speedup curves for BLAS TN. BLASTP, and 
BLASTX are plotted in Figure 7. 

The speedup curves indicate that BLASTX and BLASTP have fairly good response time speedups to at least 24 
processors. Moreover, the three different SMP architectures obtained similar speedups. BLASTN, on the other hand, 
has significantly poorer speedup. What caused this difference in performance between the algorith:ns? Let us analyze 
the efficiency and the overhead of each algorithm. 

6.3.2 Efficiency 

1l1c efficiency of a parallel system is defined to be speedup divided by the number of processors. The efficiency curves 
for all three algorithms on the Cray CS6400 are shown in Figure 8. As more processors are added, the efficiency 
decreases. and therefore speedup decreases. 

The cos, of a parallel system is detined as parallel run time multiplied by the number of pro~ssors used (pTp)
A parallel system is cost-optinwl if its cost is equal to the serial run time. A cost-optimal sys.em has a constant 
efficiency. The plot above shows that the efficiency of BLAST on SMP machines is not constant, but is decreasing as 
more processors are added. Therefore, the parallel system is not cost-optimal. 

We measured BLAST for different lengths of sequences (not shown). and determined that we can obtain a higher 
etlicicncy if we increase the BLAST problem size with the number of processors. So the system can remain at a fixed 
eflicicncy if we increase the query sequence length or the datahase size as we add more processor~. A parallel system 
is scalable if it can remain cost-optimal by increasing the problem size. BLAST performance on SMP machines is 
therefore scalable. 
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6.3.3 Overhead 

The overhead of a parallel system i~ defined as pTp - Ts, which is the parallel cost minus the ser al cost. Overhead 
characterizes the scalability of the parallel system (16). It is directly related to the rate at which the problem size must 
increase in order for the system to maintain cost-optimality. 

We plotted the overhead of the three algorithms in Figure 9. BLAS'IN and BLASTP's overhead increased slowly 
and steadily. BLASTX's overhead increased much more dramatically. · 
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Figure 9: Overhead vs. number of processors on SGI Challenge for all three algorithms 

1l1e common sources of overhead in a parallel system are interprocessor communication. conwntion for memory 
and disk. load imbalance, and serial components of the algorithm [16]. Understanding the parallel algorithm enables us 
to analyze the different components that contribute to overhead. The parallel BLAST algorithm is c;hown in Figure 2. 
W.; measured various overheads of the parallel system as we increased the number of processors to better understand 
how various components of the parallel algorithm affect the speedup: 

• Semaphores are used for interprocessor communication during task allocation, so Ibis cot.Id be a source for 
overhead. 

• The throughput results indicate that the system bus and disk bandwidth are not saturated. So contention for 
memory seems unlikely based on the throughput results. 
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• Load imbalance is also a possible source of overhead. Because the database is not uniform in content, subdivid
ing the work equally among the processors and maintaining uniform workload might be difficult. 

• Moreover, there are some serial components in the parallel algorithm such as building the word list and the 
collating and sorting of the hits. 

We measured the effect of semaphore calls on paralJe[ run time. We removed the search code from the algorithm, 
and ran it with just the semaphore calls. The total amount of time used was a small fraction of the original run time, 
suggesting that semaphore calls are not a significant contributor to overhead. 

We tested whether load-balancing was a problem for BLASTX, since each of the task chunks represents much 
more work than in the BLASlN or BLASTP case. Since the work for each processor is assigned dynamically, the 
unevenness of these task chunks could be a source ofload imbalance. To test this, we compiled different SMP versions 
of BLAS TX and increased the number of task chunks each time (20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 10000, I 00000). 
We then ran the tests from 4 processors to 8 processors for each of these versions. The load imhalance is only a 
problem when the number of subdivisions is less than 50. From I 00 to 100000 chunks, we found subdividing the 
work in finer grains gave identical results. This was surprising because we did not expect the staric choice of 500 
chunks to he fine-grained enough for load-balancing, especially since the database is so large. The non-uniformity 
of the database was not a problem as long as the number of task chunks is sufficienlly greater than the numher of 
processors. Since the results indicate that run times are similar even when the number of task chui:ks are increased, 
load imbalance does nol seem to hinder the speedup of BLASTX. 

We measured the serial components of the parallel BLAST algorithm. For BLASlN and BLASTP, the serial 
parts of the algorithm, including building the word list, collating and sorting the hits, and printing me search results, 
contributed nearly 50% of the overhead. The mutual exclusion semaphore calls account for the res1 of the overhead. 
For BLASlN, 5% of the total work is unparallelizable, and for BLASTP about 0.7%. Amdahl's law says that if y% 
of the total work is unparallelizable, then the best possible speedup you can hope for is ~ , assuming you can • +y 

perfectly parallelize the rest of the computation. 
Using Amdahl's Law and our measurements of the serial components of the BLASlN and BLASTP, the theoretical 

model closely predicts the speedup of the algorithms, supporting Hypothesis II-B. The resulting plot is shown in 
Figure 10 Thus, we are able to explain why BLASlN and BLASTP behave the way they do on SMP machines. 
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Figure 10: Speedup predictions made based on serial components in the parallel algorithm 

For BLASTX, however, the serial components of the algorithm only explain 20% of the measured overhead. The 
remainder of the overhead we have not yet identified, so the following extrapolations for BLASTX are based 011 curve 
tits to the experimental data, rather than on a complete performance model. 
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7 Conclusion 

The ticld of molecular biology is rooted in the desire to determine the genes within the cells of orgar.isms, the function 
of the proteins that these genes encode, and how these proteins are related evolutionarily across organisms. Knowing 
the function of a protein helps explain the biochemistry of the organism. Understanding evolutionary relationships he
tween proteins aids in identifying the fundamental similarities and differences between organisms. Similarity search 
algorithms designed for genetic sequences help us in comprehending the relationships between sequences by searching 
in a large sequence database for similarities to the input sequence. The problem is that these algorithms are becom
ing the bottlenecks in the analysis, because the databases are increasing in size rapidly. We need to eliminate this 
bottleneck. 

We conducted experiments on SMP machines to further our understanding of their suitability for genetic sequence 
similarity computation. For BLASTX, BLASTN, and BLASTP, the three major variations of the BLAST algorithm, 
experiments were conducted on three different SMP machines-SGI Challenge, Sun Spare Center 2000, and Cray 
CS6400. To determine what sequences to use for our main experiment, we conducted the Content and Length Experi
ment, where we found that sequence content does affect the run time of the algorithm. We found that the performance 
appears to correlate with the number of word hits, so we chose a sequence with a representative number of word 
hits. On the other hand, we found that sequence length correlates linearly with the run time, so th~ results extend LO 

sequences of other lengths. 
In the Throughput and Response Time Experiment, after choosing a suitable sequence, we found that the throughput 

performance was linearly scalable with the number of processors. with little performance degradation. With one 
BLAST process per processor, throughput doubled when the number of processors used was doubled. 

We also found that using multiple processors on a single input sequence resulted in significant improvement in 
response time. For instance, a BLASTX process that took nearly 1.3 hours on a single processor was completed in only 
3.5 minutes with 24 processors on the Cray CS6400. After measuring the serial componems in the :._Jarallel algorithm, 
we found that the speedup theoretically predicted using Amdahl's law compares very well with the measured speedup 
for BLASTN and BLASTP. The results provide evidence that bus-based shared-memory multiprocessor machines 
scale: well for an appropriately designed algorithm, such as BLAST. a genetic sequence similarity search algorithm 
that uses dynamic task distribution. 

We can extrapolate the results shown here to predict tbe applicability of SMPs in the future. Knowing the efficiency 
of SMPs for BLAST computation for both throughput and response time scenarios, we can preoict the number of 
processors that can be efficiently utilized as the genetic sequence database grows. We know that genetic databases are 
doubling in size approximately every 1.3 years, and that processor speed is doubling roughly every 1.5 years. Since 
the database is growing faster than processor speed, more processors will be needed to keep the response time low 
over time. As figure 11 (a) shows, 17 processors will soon be needed to keep the response time of BLASTX for a 
500 base sequence at 15 seconds. As figure 11 (b) shows, if we want to keep the processor utilization level at 85% 
efficiency, then by the year 2005 we could use up to 22 processors for running BLASTX on a 500 base sequence. So 
for a fixed processor efficiency, more processors can be used to improve performance on the growing databases. 

These predictions show that Shared-Memory Multiprocessor architectures will offer significant performance ben
efits for genetic sequence similarity computation for years to come. Given the growth of databases, multiprocessor 
architectures may be the only way to keep up with the analyses that scientists need. 
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Abstract 

Molecular biologists who conduct large-scale genetic sequencing projects arc producing an cver-inc1 casing amount 
of sequence data. GenBank, the primary repository for DNA sequence data, is doubling in size every 1.3 years. 
Keeping pace with the analysis of these data is a difficul t task. One of the most successful techniques for analyzing 
genetic data is sequence similarity analysis- the com_parison of unkno,vn sequences against known st quences kept 
in databases. As biologists gather more sequence data, sequence similarity algorithms arc more and mnre useful, but 
take longer and longer to run. BLAST is one of the most popular sequence similarity algorithms in use today, but its 
running time is approximately proportional to the size of the database. Sequence similarity analysis using BLAST is 
becoming a bottleneck in genetic sequence analysis. This paper analyzes the performance of BLAST on SMPs, to 
improve our theoretical and practical understanding of the scalability of the algorithm. Since the database sizes are 
growing faster than the improvement, in processor speed we expect from Moore's law, multiprocesso:· architectures 
appear to be the only way to meet the need for performance. 

Keywords : Molccu.lar Biology, Aligmnem, Biological Sequences, Similarity Search, Parallel Processing, Performance 
Experiment, Shared-Memory Multiprocessors, BLAST 

1 Introduction 

Modern biology has evolved to the point where the underlying mechanisms of biological organism~ can be understood 
by digging down to the genes that control how cells function. These mechanisms play an importa lt role in our lives. 
Indeed. our very existence depends on genes passed from one generation to the next, because the inherited genes 
encode the proteins that are necessary for our survival. These proteins fold in complex physical structures, which 
help to define their functions in the complex chemical reactions that occur in our body. Over ma:1y generations. the 
!'unctions or the proteins in turn affect the encoding or t.he genes through the evolutionary mcchanis ns of mutation and 
natural selection. This four-way interaction LS depicted in the upper part of Figure l. Because orp rnisms arc related 
through evolution, genetic material from different organisms often share common functions. Molec .1lar biologists seek 
tO determine and understand the connections between these evolutionary relationships. 

Traditionally, painfully detailed lab experiments are designed and carried out to detennine the function of the pro
teins. This is still a relatively slow process. One method used to improve protein function deternination is through 
sequence similarity analysis using computers-the comparison of a single sequence against the databases of known 
sequences. Sequcuce similarity algorithms are a well-developed aspect of computational molecular biology research 
and employ dynamic programming and heuristic search techniques. These algorithms identify si nilar regions (also 
called alignments) between sequences. These alignments provide clues to possible protein functions for the unknown 
input sequences, reducing the need for painstaking lab work [lJ, The information tbat a compute· provides in a few 
hours would otherwise take months of lab work. 
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standing of the scalability of the al.gorilhm, and will lead to criteria for the efficient application of SMPs to sequence 
similarity analysis. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we present related work, and in Section 3 
we discuss in detail the research questions we hope to answer. In Section 4 we briefly mention the high-level design 
of our experiments. Section 5 and 6 contains the results and analysis of the experiments. Finally, Section 7 contains 
concludiug remarks. 

Sidebar: Molecular Biology Primer 

For analysis, genes and proteins arc typically represented as sequences of letters. Genes, compo,cd of DNA, 
are represented as sequences of nucleic acids, also called bases. Proteins arc represented as 1.equences of 
amino acids, also called residues. DNA sequences are composed of a four letter alphabet, which are A 
(adenine), T (thymine), C (cytosine), and G (guanine) for each of the four nucleotides. Protein sequences use 
a 20 letter alphabet for the 20 different residues. 
The complete set of instructions (genes) for making an organism is called its genome. 111e genes ,re translated 
into proteins for usage in the cell in a process called transcription. During transcription, three DNA bases 
encode one protein residue (also called an amino acid). There are 43 = 64 possible residue cncol.iings, whicb 
represent the 20 fundamental residues with some redundancy. 

Glossary 

Alignment: A biologically similar region between two sequences. 

Amino acid: The basic element in a protein sequence. 

Base: see Nucleotide. 

DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid, the basic building blocks of a genome. A DNA molecule consists of two 
strands that wrap around each other to resemble a twisted ladder. 

Genome: The complete instruction set for all cellular structures and activities in an organism. 

G·ene Expression: See Transcription. 

Nuchiotide: An element of a DNA sequence, sometimes also called a base. 

Protein: Biomolecules that function as the structural components of cells and tissues as well as enzymes for 
essential biochemical reactions. 

Residue: An amino acid, which is a basic element in a protein sequence. 

RNA: Ribonucleic acid, which arc associated with the control of cellular chemical activiti~.. The most 
importam form of RNA is the mRNA (messenger RNA), which resembles a single strand of DNA and 
carries the information from the DNA to tbe process of transcription. 

Transcription: The translation of genes into proteins. 

2 Related Work 

Genetic information is usually expressed as a sequence of characters from an alphabet, so similarity algorithms were 
derived from the dynamic programmi11g techniques that detect substrings within a string. An s milarity algorithm 
compares two sequences with each other. To compare a sequence with a database of sequences, we simply apply the 
similarity algorithm repeatedly to ea.ch of the database sequences. The output of similarity algorithms arc alignments 
between a input sequence and all database sequences. Each alignment describes a juxtaposition of certain characters in 
the database sequence with certain characters in the search sequence. However, finding biological similarities required 
extending the substring algorithms to handle multiple insertions, deletions, and substitutions within the substring. 

lllsertions, deletions and substitutions are assigned different costs, based on our understanding of the likelihood 
of tbe biological events that would lead to the corresponding change in tbc sequence. Handling arbitrary costs for 
insertions, deletions, and substitutions slows the search algorithms. By restricting the cost functic ns in certain ways, 
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Figure 2: The parallel BLAST algorithm on SMP machines 
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as well as hetwccn genes within one organism. The BLAST algorithm is theoretically quite sensitive to sequence 
length, and may be sensitive to content as well. It would be prohibitive to exhaustively test every length and type of 
sequence. Instead we seek to measure the effects of sequence length and content on BLAST performance. Knowing 
this relationship will help us understand the range of sequence analysis scenarios to which our rest Its apply. 

Hypothesis I- A BLAST performance will be independent of the content of the input sequence. 

The more sensitive BLAST performance is to sequence content, the more sequences we must use in our experimems 
to ensure the results generalize. 

Hypothesis 1- B BLAST execution time is proportional to sequence length. 

Understanding the effect of sequence length on BLAST performance will allow us to extrapola1 e our experimental 
resulls to other sequence lengths. Theoretical analysis suggests a linear relationship, which we will 1est experimentally. 

Research Question II How efficient are SMP machines in BLAST computation? 

Since BLAST performance is a bottleneck in sequence analysis, we would like to speed BLAST processing. One 
approach is to use multiple processors. The BLAST algorithm is memory and 1/0 intensive, sugfesting that shared
memory multiprocessors may he most effective. However, scalahility on shared-memory multiorocessors may be 
limited hy bus bandwidth, serial components of the blast algorithm, memory contention, or other factors. Understand
ing the scalability of the BLAST algorithm will improve our understanding of the practicality of SMP machines for 
genetic sequence similarity computation. 

Hypothesis II-A Memory accesses on SMP machines will limit the throughput and response time of BLAST 

To maximize throughput, we run a separate BLAST process on each processor. To minimize resp )nse time, the SMP 
version of BLAST uses multiple processors to scan different portions of the database. In each case, shared memory 
is used to store the entire database. As processors scan the database in parallel, memory use will be heavy. Memory 
contention and bus bandwidth may limit performance as the number of processors i11Creascs. 

Hypothesis 11- B Preprocessing and postprocessing time will limit the scalability of BLAST/or re rponse time. 
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l!r this experiment, one set of tests was conducted to check the content independence hypothesis. Another set of 
tests was used to check the length-nm time hypothesis. ln the content test, five different sequences of length 400 
bases were used. For tbe length test, the Visna sequence was trimmed into different lengths (250, 500, 2500, and the 
entire 9202 bases). We used the Visna sequence in the length test, because it was long enough to span the range of 
lengths we w,mted to test. We ran the length and content tests on BLASTN, BLASTP, and BLASTX on four different 
architectures - the three SMP machines above and on a Spare 10 Workstation. In all tests only a single processor was 
used at a time. 

5.2 Results 

The content test was done on all four architectures, yielding similar results on each architecture. On<.! sequence {13955) 
took significantly more time than the others in the BLASTP test, and another sequence (14133) ook less time than 
the others in the BLASTX test. However, for BLASTN, the run time was fairly consistent for all flve sequences. The 
Cray CS6400 search times are shown in Table 2, with the neighborhood word list sizes and numb{r of database word 
hits for each sequence. 

sequence algorithm neighbor- word seconds 
hood words hits (average) 

14133 BLASTP 8340 10,640,694 56.019084 
visna BLASTP 6165 9,339,889 56 .241024 
14132fr2 BLASTP 4859 9,51 1,317 57.239252 
14132 fr3 BLASTP 6627 11,041,466 63.651616 
14146 BLASTP 6148 13,338,130 78.096279 
13955 BLASTP 5013 18,252,896 109.296010 
14133 BLASTX 14,268 25,249,1 79 126.167905 
14146 BLASTX 18,075 29,836,008 165.170277 
visna BLASTX 15,262 28,754,934 156.945322 
13955 BLASTX 14,098 29,544,761 167.445331 
14132 BLASTX 19,232 32,113,127 170.193324 

Table 2: Content test on Cray CS6400 sorted by run time 

The results of the sequence length test for the SGI Challenge are plotted in Figure 3. The result~ for other architec
tures are similar . The confidence intervals are plotted iu the figure . 

5.3 Analysis 

The BLAST algorithm is O(N + W + NW/20w), where N is length oft.he database in resicues, and W is the 
number of neighborhood words in t.he word list. According to the theoretical model, if two sequences generate a 
similar number of neighborhood words, then they should have similar search time. We expect st.quenccs of similar 
length to generaw a similar number of words f9l, so we expect similar nrn time. 

However, t.he results suggest that sequence content does affect the mn time for BLASTX and BLASTP. partially 
rejecting Hypothesis I-A. Looking at the output oft.he runs, the sequence 13955 from the BLASTP runs took consid
erably more time than the others, but the number of neighborhood words was not significantly lar.~er than the others. 
Closely examining the results, we see that n111 time correlates more closely with the number ot word hits instead. 
Some sequences have more word hit~ !'or the same number of neighborhood words, suggesting that the database is not 
uniform in content. 

On t.he other hand, the length test plot in Figure 3 suggests that run time is linearly proportional to sequence length 
for BLASTP and BLASTX, supporting Hypothesis 1-B_ Doing a line fit on the data generated coefficients of correlation 
of greater than 0.99 for all three algorithms, though the linear relationship appears weak for BLASTN for very short 

sequence lengths. 
Since Experiment 1 established a linear relationship between BLAST perfonmmce and sequence length, we chose 

to use only one length for the throughput experiments - 500 bases. We chose the Yisna virus sequence as our test 
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sequence for tbe second experiment below because its search time and number of word hits were representative of 
many other sequences in the content test. 

6 Experiment 2: Throughput and Response Time 

6.1 Methods 

The goal of the throughput experiment was to measure tl1e amount or sequence data processed per unit time as the 
number of processors increases. Due to the result of the first experiment, we used a 500 bases Visna virus sequence. We 
allocated one BLAST process per processor, and measured the system's performance as more processes and processors 
were added. We did the same test on the three SMP machines: Cray CS6400, Sun SC2000, and the SGI Challenge. 

The goal of the response time experiment was to measure the amount of time spent searching as the number of 
processors increases. We also used the Visna sequence for our response time experiment. To te~t for possible non
linear scalability of the BLAST algorithm with an increasing number of processors, we tested Visnl. at all four lengths 
(250, 500, 2500, 9202 bases). For a given sequence length, we ran each BLAST algoriUun with from one to a 
maximum of 24 processors on the three multiprocessors. 

For Lhe response time rest, we encountered a bug in the Solaris operating system on the Sun SC2000. I 11<.JiviLiual 
threads of a single run would jump from processor LO processor and spend much of the time in conttxt switches instead 
of doing useful computation. Sun fixed the problem witb the scheduling algorithm in the operating system, and tbe 
test was repeated. 

On the SGI Challenge, we occasionally encountered anomalies in the measurements, because individual outputs of 
each algorithm run were not immediately being flushed to disk and were instead being kept in U1e disk cache. Going 
to single user mode did not eliminate tile anomalies. However, by calling "sync" explicitly to flush tile disk cache 
oetwecn runs, we obtained consistent performance measurements. 

6.2 Results 

The result for Uie throughput test on the SGI Challenge is shown in Figure 4. The other archite: tures have similar 
results for all tlrree algorithms. Note that the time per sequence witb 24 simultaneous sequences being processed is 
nearly identical to tbe time for a single sequence. 
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Figure 4: Throughput test for Cray CS6400 for all three BLAST algorithms 

The results for the response time test on the three SMP platforms is shown in Figure 5. Each pc int is plotted along 
with its confidence interval. Other sequence lengths have similar response time curves. Note Uiat at the sequence 
length of 9202 bases, BLASTX took nearly 1.3 hours to complete on a single processor on the Cray CS6400. With 24 
processors, it took a mere 3.5 minutes. 
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6.3 Analysis 

6.3.1 Speedup 

The performance of the SMP machines for throughput was striking. Figure 6 shows linear improvement as we add 
more processors, with almost no loss of efficiency. Adding more processors than 24 is likely to result in still higher 
throughput without encountering system bus limits. The measured resulL~ are close to optimum, wh ich n~jects Hypoth
esis II-A for the throughput case. They arc explained by SMP architectures that provide sufficient memory bandwidth 
for each processor to work at nearly peak efficiency even when all other processors are also working at peak efficiency, 
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Figure 6: Throughput performance measured in Bases per second on Cray CS64CO 

Response time also decreases as more processors are added, but in this case there is some loss c r efficiency. Using 
scalability analysis, speedup is defined as J;, where Ts is the one processor serial run time and 1;. is the parallel run 

time on multiple processors [16]. For the three different architectures, the speedup curves for BLM TN, BLASTP, and 
BLASTX are plotted in Figure 7. 

Tbe speedup curves indicate that BLASTX and BLASTP have fairly good response time speedups to at least 24 
processors. Moreover, the three different SMP architectures obtained similar speedups. BLASTN, on tbe other hand, 
has significantly poorer speedup. What caused this difference in performance between the algorithms? Let us analyze 
the efficiency and the overhead of eacb algorithm. 

6,3.2 Efficiency 

111e efficiency of a parallel system is defined to be speedup divided by the number or processors. Tte efficieucy curves 
for all three algorithms on the Cray CS6400 are shown i11 Figure 8. As more processors are added, the efficiency 
decreases. ,rnd therefore speedup decreases. 

The cost or a parallel system is delined as parallel run time multiplied by the nmnber of processors used (J)Tp), 

A parallel system is cost-op1imal if its cost is equal to the serial run time. A cost-optimal system has a constant 
efficiency. The plot above shows that the efficiency of BLAST on SMP machines is not constant, but is decreasing as 
more processors are added. Therefore, the parallel system is not cost-optimal. 

We measured BLAST for different lengths of sequences (not shown), and determined tha.t we rnn obtain a higher 
efficiency if we increase the BLAST problem size with the number or processors. So the system can remain at a fixed 
emcicncy i f we increase t.he query sequence length or the database size as we add more processors . A parallel system 
is scalable if it can remain cost-optimal by increasing the problem size. BLAST performance or SMP machines is 
therefore scalable. 
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Figure 8: Efficiency vs. number of processors for all three algorithms on Cray CS6400 

6.3.3 Overhead 

The overhead of a parallel system is defined as pl~, - Ts, which is the parallel cost minus the serial cost. Overhead 
characterizes the scalability of the parallel system (16]_ It is directly related to the rate at which the problem size must 
increase in order for the system to maintain cost-optimality. 

We plotted the overhead of the three algorithms in Figure 9. BLASTN and BLASTP's overhe2d increased slowly 
and steadily. BLASTX's overhead increased much more dramatically. 
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Figure 9: Overhead vs. number of processors on SGI Challenge for all three algorithms 

The common sources of overhead in a parallel system arc interprocessor communication, contention for memory 
and disk. load imbalance, and serial components of the algorithm (16]. Understanding the parallel algorithm enables us 
w analyze the different components that contribute to overhead. The parallel BLAST algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 
We measured various overheads of the parallel system as we increased the number of processors to better understand 
bow various components of the parallel algorithm affect the speedup: 

• .Semaphores arc used for interprocessor communication during task allocation, so this conld he a source for 
overhead. 

• The throughput results indicate that the system bus and disk bandwidth are not sarurated. So conte1uion for 
memory seems unlikely based on the throughput results. 
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7 Conclusion 

The licld of molernlar hiology is rooted in the desire to determine the genes within the cells of organisms, the function 
of the proteins that these genes encode, and how these proteins are related evolutionarily across o ·ganisms. Knowing 
the function of a protein helps explain the biochemistry of the organism. Understanding evolutionay relationships be
tween proteins aids in identifying the fundamental similarities and differences between organis1m. Similarity search 
algorithms designed for genetic sequences help us in comprehending the relationships between sequences by searching 
in a large sequence database for sim ilarities to the input sequence. l11e problem is that these alg _irithms are becom
ing the bottlenecks in the analysis, because the databases are increasing in size rapidly. We need to eliminate this 
bottleneck. 

We conducted experiments on SMP machines to further our understanding of their suitability for genetic sequence 
similarity computation. For BLASTX, BLASTN, and BLASTP, tbe three major variations of the BLAST algorithm, 
experiments were conducted on three different SMP machines-SGI Challenge, Sun Spare Cen:er 2000, and Cray 
CS6400. To determine what sequences to use for our main experimeut, we conducted the Cont.enc and Length Experi
ment, where we found that sequence content does affect the run Lime of the algorithm. We found that the performance 
appears to correlate with the number of word hits, so we chose a sequence with a representative number of word 
hits. On the other hand, we found that sequence length correlates linearly with the run time, so t 1e results extend to 
sequences of other lengths. 

In the Throughput ,rnd Response Time Experiment, after choosing a suitable sequence, we found that the throughput 
performance was linearly scalable with the number of processors, with little performance degiadation. With one 
BLAST process per processor, throughput doubled when the number of processors used was doubled. 

We also found lhat using multiple processors on a single input sequence resulted in significm.1t improvement in 
response time. For instance, a BLASTX process that took nearly 1.3 hours on a single processor was completed in only 
3.5 minutes with 24 processors on the Cray CS6400. After measuring the serial components in tht parallel algorithm, 
we found that the speedup theoretically predicted using Amdahl's law compares very well with tht measured speedup 
for BLASTN and BLASTP. The resulrs provide evidence that bus-based shared-memory multiprocessor machines 
scale well for ,ill appropriately designed algorithm, such as BLAST. a genetic sequence similari y search algorithm 
that uses dynamic task distribution. 

We can extrapolate the results shown here to predict the applicability of SMPs in the future. Knc,wing the efliciency 
of SMPs for BLAST computation for both throughput and response time scenarios, we can pndicl the number of 
processors that can be efficiently utilized as the genetic sequence database grows. We know that g.:netic databases are 
doubling in size approximately every 1.3 years, and that processor speed is doubling roughly every 1.5 years. Since 
the database is growing faster than processor speed, more processors will be needed to keep the response time low 
over time. As figure 11 (a) shows, 17 processors will soon be needed to keep the response ti1m of BLASTX for a 
500 base sequence at 15 seconds. As figure 11 (b) shows, if we want to keep the processor utilization level at 85% 
efficiency, then by the year 2005 we could use up to 22 processors for running BLASTX on a 500 base sequence. So 
for a fixed processor efficiency, more processors can be used to improve performance on t11e grow mg databases. 

These predictions show that Shared-Memory Multiprocessor architectures will offer significant performance ben
efits for genetic sequence similarity computation for years to come. Given the growth of databases, multiprocessor 
architectures may be the only way to keep up with the analyses that scientists need. 
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